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Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen,  

…I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save the 
law of conservation of energy…there could exist… 

electrically neutral particles, that I wish to call neutrons,  
 which have spin 1/2 and obey the exclusion principle … 

I agree that my remedy could seem incredible…  
But only the one who dare can win… 

…dear radioactive people, look and judge.  
Your humble servant 

W. Pauli 

Birth of the neutrino 

The story of the neutrino started in 1930 

Austrian (American/Swiss) Physicist 
1900-1958  

Wolfgang Pauli 



A problem encountered in beta 
decay 

What happens to conservation of energy ? 



A desperate remedy 

• In order to save conservation of energy Pauli proposed 
that there is a third particle sharing the energy  

Neutrinos help in  restoring the energy conservation



The little neutral one 

Enrico Fermi gave the name 
neutrino and a theory of Beta decay 

Neutrino  :  Little Neutral One in Italian 



The phantom of the Opera 

Properties of neutrinos

Makes it difficult to detect them 



Neutrino : From poltergeist to 
particle 



Pauli’s neutrino 

Electron type (anti) neutrino   

Always  emitted   with an accompanying electron 

Two  other type of neutrinos  have also been discovered 



Three types of neutrinos 



Where can they come from ? 

Many sources, spans wide range of energy 

Average kinetic  
energy of air 

molecules 
 is 0.04 eV



Plenty of neutrinos 



Why can’t we see them ? 

They interact very weakly 

To stop a neutrino one needs lead  
shielding 100 light years thick  

(For X-rays 0.24mm)  

The invisible particle 

One needs special eyes => Neutrino Detectors 



Detecting the Neutrinos 

Need to go  deep underground 
Need observations over large period of time 

Huge Detectors 



SuperKamiokande : Worlds 
largest neutrino detector 

 The world’s largest underground 
detector since 1996 

13000 Photomultiplier tubes 

Observes about 30  neutrinos per day 



Why should we try to catch 
them 

• Carry information from stars

• They pose interesting puzzles 

• They are everywhere



Neutrino Oscillation 

It is   found that neutrinos can change flavour 
after passing through a distance  

This is possible neutrinos have Mass and mixing  

The conversion probability is oscillatory- 
Neutrino Oscillation  



Neutrino Oscillation 



Two flavour oscillations in 
vacuum 



Two flavour neutrino oscillation 



Neutrino Oscillation 



Matter Effect 
For neutrinos passing through matter the 
probability changes due to interaction of the 
neutrinos with matter 
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P⌫e⌫µ = sin2 2✓msin2(�m2
mL/4E)

Mass squared difference in matter 

Mixing angle in matter  

Maximal mixing at resonance 



Matter Effect 

Mixing angle in matter defined with 
respect to eigenstates in matter 

Courtsey: A. Smirnov



Evidences of Neutrino Oscillation 



Neutrinos from the sun 

Solar fusion reactions that produce heat and light also produce neutrinos  

Neutrinos needed for the sun to shine 

Hans Bethe proposed to study solar neutrinos  
to test the hypothesis of energy generation in Sun



First detection of solar 
neutrinos 

At Homestake mine in USA  

600 tons of cleaning fluid 

Less than one event/day 

First result in 1968  
 

Only one-third of the predicted  
 neutrinos were found 



Where are the missing solar 
neutrinos ? 

The experiment is wrong —  
difficult to detect a handful of 

 Argon atoms 

Solar Model calculations wrong 

Solar electron neutrinos getting 
converted to muon or tau neutrinos 

New Experiments were planned to check these results 



The solar neutrino problem 

Observed flux of electron 
 neutrinos less than 

 theoretical predictions 

Many new experiments  
confirmed the shortfall 

• The mystery of the missing solar neutrinos                                         —  
Remained unsolved for 30 years 



Sudbury Neutrino observatory 



Neutrinos change themselves 

Neutrinos propagate 
in mixed states 



Solution to the solar neutrino 
problem 

Electron neutrinos undergo MSW resonant flavour 
conversion in the sun 

Confirmed by the KamLAND experiment  



KamLAND 



Impact of KamLAND 



Probabilities 



Atmospheric Neutrinos 

One of the first detections 
 in Kolar Gold Mine, 

 India in 1965 



Atmospheric Neutrino Anomaly 



Superkamiokande 

Ha

Observes atmospheric neutrinos  
through neutrino-nucleon interactions 

Has enough statistics to study 
events in Zenith angle bins 



Zenith-Angle dependence in SK 
data 

Confirmed by accelerator experiments  



MINOS 

Confirmed oscillation of atmospheric  
neutrinos using man made sources 

Also K2K@Japan, T2K@Japan, 
NoVA@US



Solution to the atmospheric 
neutrino anomaly 



2015 Nobel Prize in Neurino 
Oscillation 



Three Neutrino Oscillation  
Parameters 

3 masses,  3 mixing angles,  1 phase 



Measurement of the third 
mixing angle 

 

Measured  
 non-zero value of  
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Current Picture 

Global Oscillation Analysis : data from all experiments,          analysis
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Outstanding issues 

Many planned and proposed experiments 



Ongoing and proposed  
Experiments 



India-Based Neutrino 
Observatory 

50 kton magnetized iron detector 

  Will observe oscillation of  
atmospheric neutrinos 

Can discover  unknown neutrino properties 



Simulation Framework for INO 



Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment (DINR) 

Long-Baseline 
Exepriment 

@Fermilab, US 



GLoBES
General Long Baseline  Experiment Simulator 

https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/personalhomes/globes/



GLoBES Flowchart 



Summary  
• Neutrinos are all around us 

• They interact very weakly and one needs huge 
detectors to study them 

• Neutrino oscillations have been observed by several 
experiments  and provided information on neutrinos 
mass differences and mixing angles 

• Story is not yet over, new experiments …..

• May hold the key to deeper understanding of nature 



Credit: Resources from internet 





Muon Neutrino 



1988 Nobel Prize 



The Tau Neutrino 


